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Nonlinear phenomena and instability in semiconductors  

The nonlinear phenomena and instability in semiconductor structures are considered. Mechanisms of emer-
gence of negative differential conductivity of N and S — types are described. As an example of education and 
use of drift not stability in semiconductors Gunn effect is considered. Operation of the generator of Gunn 
from the point of view of development of processes of self-organization in semiconductor structures is ana-
lysed. It is shown that the principle of its work is based on features of a power range of AsGa.  
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The physical mechanisms resulting in instability are various, but the observed phenomena — spontane-

ous formation of spatial and temporary structures — are often similar.    
Cooperative processes of self-organization are observed in the systems far from thermodynamic bal-

ance, at the expense of a constant exchange of energy and substance. These instability have close analogy to 
nonequilibrium phase transitions in the systems which are in thermal balance, for example, in ferromagnetic [1]. 

The open macroscopic systems brought out of thermodynamic balance under the influence of forces and 
owing to not linearity’s inherent in similar systems can spontaneously pass into states with the high-ordered 
spatial or temporary structures. Such states can be supported at continuous inflow or dissipation of energy. 

The isolated and closed systems after indignation always come back to the condition of thermal balance 
characterized by the maximum entropy. In the open macroscopic system brought out of a condition of ther-
modynamic balance after indignation there can be self-organization processes during which entropy locally 
decreases [2]. These processes are connected with the high-quality changes in a condition of system similar 
to phase transitions in equilibrium systems.  

Many semiconductor devices work in the mode of the operated instability. In the semiconductor dis-
composed by strong external influence (big electric and magnetic fields; high level of injection; big level of 
light excitement, etc.), there are significantly strong nonlinear phenomena. Namely: considerable deviations 
from linear dependence between current and tension are observed; arise various type of instability (current 
breakdown, fluctuations and jumps of current or tension, a hysteresis in volt — the ampere characteristic). 
These can have instability negative impact on operation of solid-state devices, but in some semiconductor 
devices can make a basis of their functioning. Microwave ovens treat such devices generators, amplifiers of 
gigahertz range, high-speed electronic switches, etc. 

Volt-ampere characteristic  ,I V  measured in stationary conditions, most fully reflects of a charge 

transfer through the semiconductor. This characteristic with difficulty depends on microscopic properties of 
volume of the semiconductor and parameters of contacts. Density of current of j is defined only by micro-
scopic properties of volume of the semiconductor.  

If current density j(Е) with growth of electric field decreases, or, on the contrary, grows with reduction 
of electric field, the semiconductor has negative differential conductivity 

 0,дифф

dj

dE
    (1) 

that is the corresponding stationary states it are unstable. Thus current via the semiconductor depends on re-
sistance of other part of an electric chain: such as inductive and capacitor. 

The Negative Differential Conductivity (NDC) happens N-or S-type, depending on what of these letters 
of the Latin alphabet reminds the characteristic form j(Е) (Fig. 1).     
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Figure 1. Dependence of density of current of j on electric field E  
for two types of the negative differential conductivity of N-type (a) and S-of type 

Negative differential conductivity of N-and S-types are caused by not stability operated by respectively 
tension or current. 

In case of density NDC N-of current is unambiguous function j (Е) of a field, and the field E — is am-
biguous function Е(j), that is in a certain area to one value of density of current there correspond three values 
of intensity of a field. 

The case of DNC of S-type is complementary, that is E and j are interchanged the position. This duality 
makes a deep meaning [1]. 

It is considered to be that negative conductivity arises because of instability of the uniform steady state 
connected with spatial fluctuation of electric field and concentration of carriers of a charge [1–3]. They lead 
to spatial non-uniform distributions of density of current and field. 

For the analysis of such spatial structures the thermodynamic principle of the minimum production of 
entropy, fair for systems with Onsager symmetry is inapplicable. As it is known [1, 2], the principle of of 
Onsager symmetry is fair for the systems which are near an equilibrium state and in approach linear a devia-
tion from it. And negative differential conductivity arises when the system is far from an equilibrium state.  

So, NDC N-of type arises when the uniform steady state is unstable to formations of moving and mo-
tionless non-uniform, layered distributions of a field (domains of a strong field). NDC of S-type arises in a 
case when the uniform steady state is unstable to formation of non-uniform distribution of density of current 
in the cross section of the conductor (powers cords) [1–3]. 

NDC N-of type is observed in volt — the ampere characteristics of tunnel, avalanche and flying diodes, 
Gunn diode, multilayered devices like tiristor [4–6]. The origin of negative differential mobility can be de-
fined both p-n properties — transition and the phenomena in volume of the semiconductor. For example, in 
the NDC N-tunnel diode of type it is caused by the processes happening in p-n — transition. The tunnel di-
ode is formed by degenerate semiconductors and p-n — transition possesses narrow area of a volume charge 
(Fig. 2).  

Volt-ampere characteristic of N-of type is caused by tunneling of carriers of a charge through a poten-
tial barrier of p-n — transition. p-n width – transition between degenerate semiconductors is sufficient is 
small so — areas tunnel electrons from a zone of conductivity of n on free levels of a valent zone p — area 
and vice versa. These counter flows are equal in lack of external shift also resultant current through p-n — 
transition is equal to zero (to Fig. 2 a).  

NDC N-of type is observed in volt — the ampere characteristics of tunnel, avalanche and flying diodes, 
Gunn diode, multilayered devices like tiristor [4–6]. The origin of negative differential mobility can be de-
fined both p-n properties — transition and the phenomena in volume of the semiconductor. For example, in 
the NDC N-tunnel diode of type it is caused by the processes happening in p-n — transition. The tunnel di-
ode is formed by degenerate semiconductors and p-n — transition possesses narrow area of a volume charge 
(Fig. 2).  

Volt-ampere characteristic of N-of type is caused by tunneling of carriers of a charge through a poten-
tial barrier of p-n — transition. p-n width — transition between degenerate semiconductors is sufficient is 
small so — areas tunnel electrons from a zone of conductivity of n on free levels of a valent band p — area 
and vice versa. These counter flows are equal in lack of external shift also resultant current through p-n — 
transition is equal to zero (to Fig. 2 a). With further increase in direct tension in connection with reduction of 
height of a potential barrier the direct current caused by injection of minority carriers of a charge will in-
crease. 
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